Figure 3.7 - Step Two Preliminary Ranking – Downtown Tampa to USF Connection
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Figure 3.8 - Step Two Preliminary Ranking – South Tampa to Downtown Tampa Connection
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Figure 3.9 - Step Two Preliminary Ranking – Wesley Chapel, USF, Tampa, St. Petersburg Connection
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Figure 3.10 - Step Two Preliminary Ranking – Westshore to Brandon Connection
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Following the preliminary ranking, the projects that resulted from Step Two and underwent right-of-way
analysis prior to Step Three are indicated in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11 - Step Two Results

Operating Plan
To support the evaluation, transit operating plans were developed for each of the top projects to estimate
travel time, hours of service, and the resulting operating and maintenance costs. The following inputs and
calculations were used to develop the operating plans:
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

Travel distance
Number of stations
Average dwell time at stations
Top travel speed and
acceleration/deceleration rates for each
transit technology
Calculated average speed considering
distance, number of stations, and
associated acceleration and deceleration
between stations
Peak and off-peak frequency of service
Operating days of service per year

x
x
x

x
x
x

Service span and hours of service on
weekdays, Saturday, and Sunday
Running time (estimated travel time to make
a one-way trip)
Cycle time (estimated travel time to make a
round trip, including dwell-time at stations
and an overall 10 percent layover for bus
drivers breaks)
Operating and maintenance cost/hour of
service
Estimated annual service hours of operations
Annual operating and maintenance costs
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Assumptions were made for each mode using industry standard maximum speed and average
acceleration/deceleration rates. Based on the length between stations, the acceleration and deceleration of
each mode, the top speed, and average dwell times at each station, average estimated travel times were
calculated between stations with 10 percent added on for driver layover breaks after each round trip. The
results of the operating plans, as well as an industry standard operating cost per hour by mode, were then
used to establish annual operating and maintenance cost projections for each project. For more information
about the results of the Operating Plan refer to Appendix G.
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Step Three: How and when are the projects built?
Gearing Up for Step Three
Prior to the start of Step Three, a preliminary right-of-way
analysis was completed for each of the top six projects.
Conceptual alignments were developed for each project
which included considerations for issues such as turning
radii and slope to determine the anticipated right-of-way
impacts by project. Due to the extent of right-of-way
needed, commuter rail within the I-275 envelope was
determined to not be feasible as it would have significant
community impacts and was therefore removed from
further consideration.

Public involvement tools used during Step
Three:

Step Three Evaluation Criteria
Step Three evaluated employment and population
densities, new riders and annual ridership figures,
environmental benefits, as well as the key criterion for
evaluating capital investment transit projects: cost effectiveness.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Project website
YouTube videos
Media coordination
Social media (with partner agencies)
Technical Bulletin
Regional Business Partners
Stakeholder Technical Review Team
One-on-one meetings
Committee/Board Updates

Using the FTA CIG project rating requirements as the basis for Step Three, the following evaluation criteria
were used to determine whether any of the Step Three top performing projects were competitive for state and
federal funding:

Land Use (2017 data; essentially employment and population densities)
x
x

Employment (employees within ½ mile of corridor)
Station area population density (total persons per square mile within ½ mile of corridor)

Mobility and Congestion (2017 data)
x

x

New daily riders: used the federal transit forecasting model – known as STOPS –measures how many
new riders may be attracted to the system that were not previously using transit, thereby potentially
reducing vehicle travel on Tampa Bay’s roads)
Annual ridership: used the STOPS model to calculate the estimated number of riders per year on the
project; transit dependent riders receive double weight

Environmental Benefits (2017 data; essentially return on investment)
x
x

Emission costs saved: used the STOPS model to calculate the reduction in annual emissions and
greenhouse gas based on the reduction of vehicle miles traveled
Crash costs saved: used the STOPS model to calculate the annual cost savings based on the decrease in
crashes based on the reduction of VMT
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Cost Effectiveness (2017 data)
x
x

Answers two key questions: “How many people are you moving?” and “How much does it cost to move
them?”
Cost per trip: used the STOPS model to calculate the cost per trip – FTA considers a competitive project
to be $10/trip or less

Total Project Cost (2017 data)
x

Assumes current year dollars with contingencies

Transit Oriented Development Policies
x

Whether or not local municipalities have adopted transit supportive policies

Step Three Evaluation Preliminary Results
The results of Step Two brought forward a total of five project alternatives consisting of two key corridors – I275 from Wesley Chapel to Downtown St. Petersburg and the CSX rail corridor from the University of South
Florida to Downtown Tampa – paired with the most feasible rubber tire and steel wheel transit modes and
service characteristics. Refer to Figure 3.12 on the following page for the Step Three Top Performing Projects.
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Note: This Draft Regional Vision
was the result of Step One;
however, additional Critical
Connections were added at
different points during the effort.
The Final Vision is shown later in
this document

Figure 3.12 - Step Three Top Performing Projects
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Step Three Costs
Capital Costs
The methodology for developing all planning level capital costs adheres to FTA guidelines. As described by FTA,
“… FTA implemented the Standard Cost Categories (SCC) to establish a consistent format for the reporting,
estimating, and managing of capital costs for Small/New Starts projects (i.e., Capital Investment Grants).
Information gathered from projects across the country has been developed into a database called the FTA
Capital Cost Database, a cost-estimating resource useful to FTA and the transit industry as a whole.” Refer to
Appendix H for the Cost Estimating results. The costs are grouped into the following categories:
x
x
x
x

Track Elements: Includes guideway elements, often applied by the length of the alignment, and are
organized by construction type such as at-grade, aerial, underground, etc.
Stations: Includes the fixed facilities and/or structures for transit stations. Costs for pedestrian access,
pedestrian overpasses, and parking, both surfaced and structured, are also included in this category.
Support Facilities: Includes yards, shops, and administrative buildings (i.e., vehicle storage and
maintenance buildings).
Sitework and Infrastructure: Includes demolitions, utility relocations, hazardous materials and
environmental mitigation, structures, landscaping, pedestrian access, etc.

Some of the categories below cover many unknown or non-quantifiable elements, such as:
x
x
x
x
x

Systems (electrical, mechanical, and power distribution systems to control and operate the transit
system)
Right-of-way for stations and facilities (land acquisition and associated costs required to purchase
property)
Vehicles (all revenue and non-revenue vehicles)
Professional services (all professional, technical, and management services associated throughout
preliminary engineering, final design, and construction the project)
Unallocated contingencies

Estimates Methodology
Evaluation and analysis of the alternatives required the development of concepts sections, station locations,
and planning stage descriptions that defined the alternatives. These definitions identified the infrastructure
elements needed to prepare the capital cost estimates. Quantitative data to calculate capital costs for the
alternatives were obtained from typical sections. Typical sections for the alternatives were used to determine
roadway and guideway construction requirements and technology options or limitations based on roadway
conditions. Costs indirectly related to a design option were calculated and applied on a system-wide basis (i.e.,
vehicles, parking, and maintenance facility). Individual estimates were developed in this manner for all
concepts.
Right-of-way Methodology
Design concepts were created for each alternative to identify preliminary right-of-way needs (if any) outside of
the existing right-of-way.
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For the I-275 Rubber Tire concept it was assummed that the alignment will operate exclusively on the
interstate right-of-way.
Right-of-way costs for the existing CSX rail corridor were derived from the Orlando SunRail Phase I project as
per direction from Mr. Bob O’Malley (previously with CSX) who indicated that CSX prefered the Project Team
use the $432 Million agreement where the State of Florida purchased a 61-mile segment of the existing "A"
Line between DeLand and Poinciana from CSX Transportation to determine a general per-mile cost. The
resulting per-mile right-of-way estimate for the CSX corridor is approximately $7 million per mile.

Step Three Results: Top Two Projects
The two highest scoring projects were recommended to advance to Value Engineering. Value Engineering is
described in Section 4 of this report. See Appendix I for a full report on the scores.
The following two projects resulted from Step Three:
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Top Project #1: I-275 Rubber Tire
Length of Corridor: 41 miles | Anticipated Miles of Dedicated Transit Lanes: 31+ Miles

Figure 3.13 - Top Project #1: I-275 Rubber Tire
This rubber tire service (Figure 3.13) is assumed to operate in dedicated transit lanes from St. Petersburg to
the approach of the Howard Frankland Bridge, in future express lanes across Tampa Bay on the future Howard
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Frankland Bridge replacement, in dedicated transit lanes from the Westshore area to Downtown Tampa, in
dedicated lanes on Tampa and Florida Avenues from Downtown Tampa, under the I-275 and I-4 downtown
interchange north to Floribraska Avenue, onto the interstate in dedicated transit lanes from Floribraska to
Bearrs Avenue, in mixed traffic from Bearrs Avenue to north of County Line Road in Pasco County, and in
dedicated transit lanes at the SR 56 and 54 interchanges in Pasco County.
Design concepts 1 and 2 generally assume improvements to either the outside and/or inside shoulders of I275. The conceptual typical assumes a 15-foot improvement, with 10 feet dedicated for rubber tire transit and
the remaining five feet reserved for disabled vehicles. This concept differs from express bus operating on
shoulders during peak periods as this dedicated lane is assumed to operate all day, even during off-peak
periods and is assumed to support higher-speed service.
Design concept 1 assumes that there are no improvements to the interstate, except for the Howard Frankland
Bridge replacement. Therefore, all capital costs associated with this concept would be the responsibility of the
transit project. Design concept 2 assumes there are future interstate modernization improvements and
projects. In this scenario, the transit project would coordinate with and take advantage of future roadway
improvements that benefit the transit project.
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Top Project #2: CSX Urban Rail
Length of Corridor: 9.6 miles | Electric or diesel multiple unit urban rail service from Tampa to the USF area
(Fowler Avenue) along the existing/active CSX freight corridor, traveling eastbound on the Tampa Terminal
subdivision rail line, then turning northerly along the Clearwater and Brooksville subdivision rail line, then
easterly on the Brooksville subdivision rail line which is part of a historic railroad easement located south of
Fowler Avenue to approximately McKinley Boulevard (USF campus entrance) as shown in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Top Project #2: CSX Urban Rail
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This project’s design assumes refurbishing and replacing the existing single-track freight corridor to assure the
freight corridor would be compliant with Federal passenger rail requirements. In addition, the single-track
improvements are assumed to maintain an acceptable life cycle or track life expectancy appropriate with an
FTA grant application. To maintain a high frequency of service needed for an urban rail service, additional
“sidings” or parallel track sections distinct from the running line have been assumed.
Section 4 discusses cost estimates, assumptions, and how these top two projects were value engineered to
optimize a future investment.

Regional Transit Vision
Implementing the Regional Transit Vision (Figure 3.15), step-by-step, priority-by-priority as outlined in the
Implementation Plan will take thoughtful, strategic execution and significant coordination among agencies and
partners around the region. The implementation plan is a tool that agencies can use to strategize which
project to build and how much planning is needed to get the project concept into the next phase of the Project
Development process. The implementation plan is not a linear process. Projects can move forward
simultaneously or out of order. The implementation plan simply outlines where each project is relative to the
Project Development process and the order of magnitude of work left to complete before it can be built.
The Implementation Plan outlines the order in which elements from the Vision could be realized and identifies
the steps needed to build each project in the Vision.

Figure 3.15 - Final Regional Transit Vision, November 2018
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For each project, the Implementation Plan illustrates a customized Project Route Map, as seen in Figure 3.16,
showing the necessary steps to get from lines on a map to routes on the ground.

Figure 3.16 - Implementation Plan - Project Route Map
The Implementation Plan is a tool for transit agencies and authorities, such as TBARTA, to understand how
ready a project is for implementation, or “project readiness”. This includes what has been completed to date,
what needs to be accomplished, and highlights any “trigger” points that may help advance a project. Examples
of trigger points could include overwhelming public demand for a project, accelerated funding or financing
strategies (such as committed local funds or private investment), policy and/or legislative changes, and
opportunities to include the project in another project.
The Implementation Plan also documents the data that was collected and evaluated for each element of the
Vision, as seen in Figure 3.17. Data was compared to the scoring thresholds needed to achieve a “Medium”
project rating from the FTA. These include jobs within a half mile of the corridor and population density
around stations. The data shows when a project is close to the “Medium” threshold now or as estimated in
2030.

Figure 3.17 - Implementation Plan – About the Project
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Methodology
The Vision includes over 20 projects, 16 of which are currently in the Planning step, five are in the Feasibility
step, and almost half of the projects have advanced due to the work of the Plan. Each step identified in the
Project Route Map involves multiple decisions and milestones that generally fall into one of three categories:
x
x
x

Technical and/or analysis
Public outreach
Policy and/or funding

The following highlights the decisions that must be made to determine where the Plan’s projects and
connections are in the implementation process.

1) Planning
x
x

x
x

Is the project Identified in the LRTP Needs Plan?
Has a travel market assessment been conducted in the last three years?
Note: A travel market assessment was conducted for all projects and/or connections during Step One of
the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan.
Is there a defined connection?
Has the public provided input outside of the Transit Development Plan (TDP) and LRTP process?

2) Feasibility
x
x
x
x

Is there a strategy for funding the project?
Note: The strategy for all projects and/or connections of the Plan is to apply for FTA CIG funds.
Has a Feasibility Study and/or Transit Concept and Alternatives Review (TCAR) been conducted within
the last three years?
Has the project been reviewed for any environmental fatal flaws?
Is there community and stakeholder consensus?

3) Project Development
x
x
x
x

Is the project competitive for FTA CIG funding (if applying for federal funding) and/or state funding?
Has the LPA been adopted into LRTP Cost Feasible Plan?
Have the detailed environmental compliance, engineering, and design been completed?
Is there community and stakeholder support?

4) Funding
x
x
x

Are all local commitments and agreements in place?
Is at least 50 percent of local and/or state (i.e., non-federal) funding committed?
Is the federal funding in place?

Each element of the Vision is documented in the Implementation Plan and can be seen in Appendix J.
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